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It is proposed that the park landscape character of the Crawley campus be retained and enhanced by creating permanent green reserves; conserving heritage landscapes; and enhancing a clear hierarchy of colonnaded or landscaped pedestrian spines around inner courtyards.
A major new building on the southern edge of James Oval should have similar architectural prominence on campus as Winthrop Hall and Reid Library. Development around the existing Bayliss Building and the services area would offer opportunities to encase a major chilled water tank within. There is an opportunity to establish a central services precinct based on existing utilities, within which to place much of the University’s more industrial functions, workshops and heavy research. 
A site on Fairway has been identified for the new Indian Ocean Marine Research Centre (IOMRC). There are also sites for new Engineering buildings on Fairway to replace and expand the current facility. Consideration for the development of a new building over the Reid Library car park could provide a central location for the University Club and UWA Sports.
On the eastern edge, omitting the ring road offers the expansion of Oak Lawn and improved river engagement, with safe pedestrian connections across Hackett Drive to Matilda Bay. Redevelopment of the Guild will be in accordance with the Guild’s own masterplan. Refurbished facilities to create a one-stop student facilities adjacent to the Guild Village reinforces the student hub on campus, and builds on current activities and amenity.
Moving from a ‘University in a park’ to a ‘University in a town’ approach to planning west of the campus to Broadway is considered desirable. It is proposed to extend courtyard structure and landscape principles from Crawley campus west to Crawley village through to Broadway and develop an urban landscape character for the University through to Broadway: clear streetscape links to Crawley campus; active street edges; wide footpaths; public plazas and squares; and strong urban planting – street trees, vertical and roof gardens with pocket parks.
The development of a major public transport stop at the intersection of Broadway and Edward Street would allow for mixed-use development. The continuation of the Edward Street alignment into the campus would offer a strong pedestrian entrance leading towards the centre of the campus. Development should exploit the level change between Fairway and Broadway and include provision of underground parking or even lecture theatres, built into the rising ground. 
The Plan indicates between Broadway and Fairway mid-rise developments with greater density on aggregated sites. The topography of Broadway down to Fairway offers opportunity to access buildings at various levels. Mixed use developments with activity and engagement at ground level along Broadway is envisaged. The 9 Fairway site is anticipated to follow the Michael Building at 7 Fairway and further connect Broadway and Fairway to the campus.



